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The
Sewanee
Image:
Looking Into

The Future.
By Whitney Lehr Ray

Pause for a moment and think, "what would you say is

special about Sewanee?" Dean Hartman, the Dean of
Students, and Mark Kelly, the executive director of marketing
and communications, posed this simply worded, yet difficult

to answer question as one of the key ingredients to discovering
Sewanee's image. Maguire Associates is currently researching
Sewanee's image, a little known fact that has circulated around
campus, causing various rumors about why this research is

taking place and what the school hopes to learn from Maguire 's

research team. Dean Hartman explained that Maguire Associates
is here "to help understand what external constituents perception
of Sewanee is based on their own knowledge and what we're
putting out."

For instant clarification to students, they are not here
to cover or change Sewanee's occasional image as a "party

school," nor is the administration trying to misrepresent what
Sewanee is all about. The school's "hope is for it to be an
honest representation of this remarkable place," Dean Hartman
explained. This statement is not simply in reference to Sewanee
as a party school, but Sewanee as a whole.

Many of us explain Sewanee to friends and
prospectives by immediately sharing the fun traditions we hold
dear to our hearts. Some people, however, might not immediately
understand tapping the roof of your car to get your angel, wearing
Oxford gowns to class, and not daring to step on the seal in All

Saints until you graduate. Yes, these traditions are important to

Sewanee students, but it is also important to explain and display

these valued traditions in a way that is true to why they are

important and what they say about life on this campus. As Dean
Hartman explained, "it is difficult to capture the essence of any
constitution, and, from my point of view, it's more difficult to
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It is difficult to capture the essence of any constitution,

and, from my point of view, it's more

difficult to capture what is special about Sewanee. »
capture what is special about Sewanee." Essentially, Maguire
is here because it's helpful to ask for help so Sewanee may
accurately represent itself in the increasingly competitive small

liberal arts college market.

Pat Casey, Senior Vice President at Maguire Associates,

explained, "I work with clients in a consulting capacity, I

help design and analyze market research (both qualitative,

like focus groups and quantitative, like surveys), and I make
recommendations of how schools can take action on what we
discovered in our research and consulting." This type of work
also took place five years ago. when they studied the image of

Sewanee among prospective students, parents, and admitted

students. To conduct this study, they researched the, "impact
of its traditions, academic reputation, and religious affiliation,"

explained Casey. Since they were just here, some of you may be
wondering, why are they back?

Dean Hartman, among others, thought the last

work they did was excellent and "gave great feedback on
understanding ourselves, our strengths, our perceptions, and
misperceptions." Their data helped to inform the University's

Integrated Communications and Marketing Plan. Pat Casey said

they "found that the Honor Code was especially attractive to

students and that their search for a college was largely dnven

See Image Page 2

Myositis: Student Raises Money For

Autoimmune Disease.
By Ashley Gallman

As a freshman in high school Peyton Hutchins '08 was
devastated when she didn't make the field hockey team.

"I thought it was just because I was getting older and not as

in shape as I used to be," she remembered. As her muscle

weakness progressed, however, a rash appeared around her

eyes, leading Hutchins' concerned mother to take her to a

dermatologist. "One thing lead to another, and I was diagnosed

with dermatomyositis," she explained.

Dermatomyositis is an autoimmune disease that

Hutchins has now lived with for eight years. When explaining

the disorder, she said, "The immune system attacks itself. It

attacks the skin cells causing a rash and attacks the muscle

cells causing weakness in the muscles and inflammation." As

a result, when the disorder is at its worst, Hutchins has trouble

standing up, walking up stairs, and even putting on her own

socks. She is relieved, though, that in the last several years her

muscular symptoms have died down aside from a few flare^

ups, leaving only the pink rash around her eyes.

Now Hutchins is calling on the Sewanee community

to help her find the cause and hopefully a bettercure for myositis.

"You see all these fundraisers for non-profits on campus. I

love helping with those, but I'd also love to do something that

really affects me personally." explained Hutchins. She asked

her parents and friends for ideas on how to raise money for

myositis, but her busy fife at Sewanee kept her preoccupied.

Finally her chance came in the form of an e-mail: "It

was about The Myositis Association, and it offered a chance to

make my own campaign for myositis - you can raise money;
it's really easy - and I thought, this is the perfect thing." The
TMA is a non-profit organization that began in 1993, offering

medical information and support to patients and also heads

fundraisers to raise money for research. Through its website,

Hutchins has begun her own campaign to raise $1000.

The site is http://www.myositis.org/community/campaign.

cfm?id=3389 and interested donors can simply go to the site

and click "donate now" in order to help out.

When asked why people should donate to her cause,

Hutchins replied, "It's really a debilitating disease depending

on the severity of it. There are so many donations made to

diseases like breast cancer. And that's wonderful, but it's also

important to look out for the smaller diseases." All money
donated will go toward the TMA's research efforts to learn more
about myositis and help those who suffer from it. "Right now
I'm on a sort of heart transplant kind of medicine. It suppresses

the immune system so that it can hopefully suppress myositis,

which means I have to be a lot more careful not to get sick,"

Hutchins explained of the need for a better cure.

She also noted, however, that the main goal of the

research is to find the cause of the disease. "They think genetics

is something. I think that's one of die main causes because half

See Myositis Page 2
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Letter From The Editors
Dear Sewanee,

We would like to remind you of the

myriads of aesthetic opportunities the Sewanee

Campus has to offer. From art exhibits to dance

performances to theatre there's a little bit of

everything being offered this semester. Believe

it or not. you're probably talented at something,

and you are not alone. Our campus is rife with

gifted artists who spend an enormous amount

of time creating something beautiful for all of

us.

The remaining months of the

semester alone will see the debut of numerous

productions. Perpetual Motion in conjunction

with Theatre Sewanee and the photography

students of Art 363 will be performing a

multimedia dance program entitled Haiti:

Be/ore Knowing Remembers. Playwright-in-

residence Beth Links will debut her latest play

Letters lo Sala, an intimate account of the

Holocaust based on the book by Anne Kirschner.

Dionysus will present its fall production of

the Shakespeare-inspired Rosencratz and
Gildenstern Are bead. As usual throughout the

semester, student photography is on display on

the second and third floors of Carnegie. Each

Image
Continued From Pag
by academic variables." Although this might

seem obvious to some, it is helpful to have an

outside organization clarify. As Mark Kelly

commented, "In the end, they said things we
knew about Sewanee, but in different terms."

After their last visit, Maguire "encouraged

Sewanee to keep better track of outcome

indicators (such as graduate school and job

placements) since these were becoming

increasingly important to students," Casey

explained.

So, they are back to see if there are any

changes in the perception of Sewanee since the

last study, and, perhaps, pull out some aspects of

the Sewanee experience from current students

and alumni that might indicate there is a way
to attract more or different students through a

clearer and more compelling representation of

the University. The current research project

will take the better part of this academic year,

during which they are again looking at image

issues by researching with focus groups of

students, faculty, and administrators on campus

as well as alumni and parents off campus. This

research is taking part in two phases: the focus

groups, followed by a comprehensive survey,

during which everyone may participate. Soon,

Maguire will conduct two focus groups with

students when they are on campus November
7th and 8th, and they will also be setting up a

table in McClurg during lunch and dinner on

Wednesday, November 7th, to elicit student

opinion. The purpose, Mark Kelly explained,

Myositis
Continued From Pag
my family has autoimmune diseases," Hutchins

described. "They also think that stress can

help cause it" Despite these leads, Hutchins

explained, a definite cause has yet to be found

due to lack of funding for medical research.

Donations will go to programs such

as the new myositis clinic at John Hopkins

University, which started research to find

the origin of the disorder and develop better

treatments for its symptoms. "They don't

really have enough funds to get it all together,"

Hutchins said of the clinic, "But right now they

have a rheumatologist, a neurologist They're

trying to get a dermatologist and are starting

to do clinical studies to really advance the

research on the disorder."

She hopes, therefore, that any

donations made through her campaign will

help research programs such as this fledgling

clinic to develop into an effective center for the

investigation of myositis.

of these exhibits and productions showcase the

wealth of artistic talent present in Sewanee,

Why, you may ask, should I leave

the warm haven of my room to view art when
I could just rely on Youtube and Google

Images? First, it is a wonderful remedy to the

Sewanee fog blues that will soon descend with

November. Second, it's a great way to blow

off steam and unwind from the pressure of

midterms and the impending doom of exams.

Finally, it also gives you almost a date, when

you are in a relationship with someone and

want to do something together other than watch

Princess Bride again and again and. Dear Lord,

again. Most importantly, however, attendance

to performances and exhibits shows support

for fellow students, who have poured their

blood, sweat, and tears (the biological kind,

not the band) into a work of art that would be

meaningless without an audience.

So, give meaning to these artistic

endeavors, as your loyal readership gives

joyous meaning to our own otherwise lonely,

curmudgeon-y lives.

Your loyal, yet impudent servants,

Jacob Moore and Ashley Gallman

e 1

"is to ask how they perceive Sewanee, what

brought them here, and what is key to their

experience?" Casey also revealed that other

specific questions Maguire will "be pursuing

include: what has been transformational

about your Sewanee experience; what is the

University's image in the world you live in,

what qualities would you like to hear more
frequently associated with Sewanee; how does/

did living on the Domain make a Sewanee

education different?"

In the end, however, we must ask

what differentiates us from the top 50 liberal

arts colleges? "As competition for students

becomes increasingly tougher, institutions

have to become very clear about what they

offer, and they have to deliver on the promises

they make," explained Casey. Maguire

hopes they can "help Sewanee to effectively

and consistently articulate its distinctive

features and therefore securely position itself in

the higher education marketplace." The results

of this research will help Mark Kelly and his

staff", develop a messaging platform that will

guide communications efforts on the web and

in all printed materials. As Kelly explained.

"We need to do a better job telling our story

- not changing what Sewanee is, but accurately

describing what Sewanee is and what it could

claim to be." Clarity and understanding about

this institution revealed in the research of

Sewanee 's image should help attract the best

(fit) students we can get for years to come, who.

e 1

Hutchins hopes everyone in the

Sewanee community will get involved in some
way with her campaign. 'Talk to other people

about it, show other people. Just getting the word
out helps," she urged of those who are hesitant

to open their wallets. "Every little bit helps. It's

not like you have to donate a thousand dollars.

Even ten dollars makes a difference and it all

adds up." A friend's parents have offered to

match every ten donations made to Hutchins'

cause, so even the smallest contribution can

lead to one that is dramatically bigger.

Hutchins chose to raise money for

myositis because the disorder particularly

affects her. Likewise, staff and students at

Sewanee who donate can affect their own
community by helping one of its members
aid medical progress for her disease. Hutchins

has currendy raised $515, a number which she

hopes will grow dramatically with the help of

the Sewanee community.
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Chemistry II: Remembering Dr. Kirven.
By Doren Bostwick

Walking into my first day of Chemistry II.

I could not help but wonder why I was
there. What had my life become that I found
myself in a science course beyond the first

roman numeral? I was somewhere I never would
have predicted I would be. I never thought, and

am still hesitant to proclaim myself a science

person, even amidst biology, chemistry and
physics books, studying the southern blotting

technique for genetic mapping, the chemical
structure and molecular bonding between
atoms, electron quantum energy states, etc.

I also never thought I would really love a
science professor. I mean no offense by these

statements because I have found them to be
utterly untrue, but, to me, the books alone gave
professors of philosophy, english, or humanities

the capability to signal adventures in purposeful

exploration of life mysteries through the

mediums of art, reason, and history, while

challenging all our pre-conceived notions.

When I imagined college, this was my vision.

Forgive me, but I never thought electrons would
have that power. Biology, anatomy, molecular

orbits, monosaccharides, amino acids, organic

chemistry, and muses like Dr. Kirven turned my
world upside down.

Dr. Kirven was passionate about all of
the aforementioned things and so much more,

not only of the science realm but also people: his

students, his co-workers, his friends, his family.

There has always been an understanding among
the students who find themselves regularly on
the second floor of Woods lab that one does not
walk by Kirven's door without a chat. Chat,
meaning conversation, one hour minimum,
regarding life, gardening, running, smoking,
eating, history, future plans, boyfriends, cats,

dogs, anything. If Kirven wasn't in his office

the note on his door said he was "up in smoke",
which one time meant the roof but now meant
the building sidewalk. His white beard and
round glasses are imprinted on my chemistry

heart. Our daily passing almost always consisted

of a joke, followed by a scolding directed at my
running habit, which he had once shared and
now declared to be the unhealthiest thing he had
ever done, ruining his knees. I argued in favor

of the new shoe technologies to prevent the

wearing on one's knees. He. however, found his

primary evidence more convincing. Kirven was
stubborn and enjoyed a good argument, traits I

share, which made our debates both lasting and
amusing.

More than anything else, though, he
taught me chemistry. He taught hundreds of

students chemistry. He was even with me in

spirit when I moved into my organic classes,

ahead of other students, already knowing some
of the vocabulary and structures due to his

enlightened teaching style and love for organic

chemistry. My venture down the science path

may have aborted had he not directed me in my

Strutting For A Cure: Breast

Cancer Fashion Show.
By Becky McCann

Forget the tennis shoes and sweats; why run

for a cure when you can strut your stuff

down the runway for one? That is precisely

what the PST sorority and many other Greek
organizations did at the Multi Cultural Center

last Thursday, October 25 th
.

The brainchild of the lovely ladies of

PST, the fashion show was inspired by a member
whose suitemate and friends dyed their hair pink

after the suitemate's mother was diagnose with

breast cancer. PST expanded on this idea and

decided to form their own fashionable effort

to fight breast cancer. The undeniable driving

forces of the fashion show were the Greek

organizations. Junior Marisha Mitchell, one of

the coordinators, exclaimed, "I'm just amazed
by the Greek system and how it all worked out

. . . it's awesome as hell!" DKE, Phi. KO, TP,

Beta, ADT, KA, PST, CP, PKE, SN, ATZ, SAE,
GSP, and TKP all took part by parading down
the catwalk in everything from formal attire to

baseball caps and umbrellas to gowns (which

were an especially nice touch since looking

smart never goes out of style). Junior Shashin

Patel's slick Easter Bunny suit (which put the

Energizer Bunny to shame) was an early crowd
favorite, but the entertainment lasted all the way
through the show. The last group to grace the

spotlights engaged in a seemingly impromptu
sleepover sparked by Senior Fred Rhodes, who
was doing a fabulous job of pimping an aptly

pink wig on the runway! All the while. Dean
Loyd was taking more pictures than a seasoned

paparazzo as students gaited along the stage.

So, other than models generously

donating their hot bodies pro-bono, how does

this fashion extravaganza contribute to a fiscal

finale? Following the show, a picture of each

individual or group was printed and hung over

a large water jug in the BC. Much like Derby
Days' "penny wars," the idea is to place change

into the jug beneath the picture of which you

are most partial. These contributions then will

be collected by the PST sorority and donated

directly to the Susan G. Komen foundation.

Thanks and congratulations to everyone

involved with the fashion show and especially

to PST, who is kicking breast cancer's butt one

sexy stiletto at a time!

Hours: Mon. - Fri. (9AM • 5PM);

Saturday (10AM -2PM)

Phone:(931)967-7020

Fax:(931)967-7030

BICYCLES
Full-Service Bike Shop

Featuring: New Bikes by Trek, Gary Fisher, Lemond

Ail Necessary Accessories and Bicycle Repair
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Avenue, Winchester, TN 37398

first real encounters with science. In my eyes,
his life priorities matched those I believe a
teacher's should be. Through his lecture style

and out of class conversation he made clear
where he thought our focus should lie. He
desperately wanted us to learn and understand,
but grounded us with his refrain. "Students, this

is just a class, it isn't nuclear war and no one
will die. so we will not stress". His traditional

pre-test sermon always included his desire for us
to be so confident and well prepared we should
find ourselves watching a movie the night

before. Though unconvincing and probably
rarely practiced, these comments displayed
his outlook. He set the bar high. Shoot for the

moon, try to be able to watch a movie the night

before, and you will land in the stars, finding

yourself at least sleeping the night before. I

learned, as many late initiates to the sciences

have learned, the once perceived impossible is

a far cry from impossible. Dr. Kirven taught me
confidence. I left his class knowing not only the

interworking of a combustion engine but also

with an assurance in my capabilities and an ever
growing interest in the sciences and doors of
thought which they open.

"Organic chemistry lab is a trial by
fire and expensive glassware. Whereas, the

general course material can be difficult at times,

the lab never ceased in its work load. As the

residing professor of the lab. Dr. Kirven always

had an interesting way to add his own crimp to

the material. Instead of helping his students
by telling them the answers. Dr. Kirven had
a phenomenal way of forcing them to find
the answers themselves, to the dismay of the
students. Time and time again the students
have been perplexed by the task at hand and
have sought the guidance of their professor.
The first hurdle was finding him, and tracking

down Dr. Kirven was no easy task. You see,

after studying chemistry for so many years. Dr.

Kirven had become a fan of the electron and
sometimes modeled his movements after u

Although confined to a small space (Woods lab),

he appeared and disappeared so many times that

it was nearly impossible to pinpoint his exact
location. After uncovering his hiding spot,

one could ask the question of the day, which
was typically answered by a second, more
difficult question. As cryptic and frustrating

as his answer was, there was always a small
hint in his reply. Whether or not you took or

understood his hint was another story but this

method was not without purpose. Dr. Kirven
was an educator and as such he knew that the

best way to learn was by doing. This was his

way of providing just enough information to

keep you moving forward without telling you
what to expect. No matter how frustrated some
of his students became of this process. Dr.

Kirven would simply chuckle and ask another

question."

- Brian Sparkman

Sewanee Doors To Remain
In The Family.

By Sarah Pinson

You may recall the huge wooden doors

displaced in the renovation of Woods
Lab, which were auctioned off last month on

eBay. On October 1, 2007, bidding for the

doors closed at $3650, a figure that surprised

Dixon Myers, director of Housing Sewanee, the

charity which benefits from the proceeds of the

auction. Myers stated, "As a former builder, I

thought the doors were probably worth $2500.

so I am wondering if the response has a certain

'Sewanee Value' to it."

Myers certainly had the right idea.

It was indeed the doors' intrinsic connection

to Sewanee that rendered them too appealing

to pass up to the eventual purchaser. The

buyer, Wayne Adams of Roanoke, Virginia,

graduated from Sewanee in 1977 with a BA in

Mathematics. Mr. Adams first learned of the

doors through an article in Sewanee E-news,

the electronic newsletter for alumni. His interest

was instantly piqued.

"As a math major, I spent many hours

in Woods Lab. I not only attended classes there,

but also worked in Woods as part of my college

Work-Study program. I tutored Calculus and

Finite Math and later worked for Dr. Clay Ross

in the Computer Science Department," Adams
recalled. Woods Lab clearly played a central

part in Adam's time at Sewanee, and now holds

a special place in his memory.

Adams was truly a savvy bidder,

placing his first and only bid a mere fifteen

seconds prior to the end of the auction. Having
successfully beaten out six other bidders to

become the proud owner of the one-of-a-kind

doors, you may wonder what Mr. Adams intends

to do with them. Where does one put nine and
a half foot tall and nearly seven and a half foot

wide doors?

The doors' fate was sealed even

before Adams outbid his competitors. He plans

to make the doors the front entryway to the

house which he and his wife have set to build

on a tract of land along the Blue Ridge Parkway
in southwest Virginia. Mr. Adams hopes for

construction to start on this dream home within

the next year.

But why these doors? In addition to

their "Sewanee Value," Adams states, "I've

always been in love with the English Tudor

style of architecture and believe these doors

and the beautiful transom will fit in wonderfully

with the house we have in mind."

Adams is perhaps the perfect new
owner for the doors. His connection to Sewanee,

and Woods Lab in particular, bond him to the

doors and their history. Their fitting into Adams
design plans and matching his architectural

preferences are just further proof that the doors

have found an ideal new home. The old doors

will live on as a welcoming entrance integrated

into a new residence, and Mr. Adams will have

a little piece of Sewanee back with him in

Virginia, along with a great story about where

his front door came from.

Woody Deutsch:

An Alumnus Who Loves Sewanee Students!

Email: woody@woodysbicycles.com

www.woodysbicycles.com

For your dental Needs while in Sewanee.

C. Bruce Baird D.D.S.

General Dentistry

Phone 931-598-0088

Website: www.bairddental.com

Located near the University Health Services
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STUDENT LIFE
Calling all Seniors: Sewanee Senior Gift

By Claire Simmons

The Annual Fund, The Sewanee Call. Senior Gift, Endowments, and

Scholarships: some of you may be asking, what's the difference?

Or perhaps you are wondering what any of these things have to do with

you. In fact, they have a lot to do with you. If you think tuition is high

now. imagine if you were paying an entire THIRD more. Without the

donations of alumni, faculty and friends, we would be paying around

$65,000 a year for tuition. Interested now? Each year the Senior class

leaves a gift for Sewanee on behalf of the entire class making it possible

for all of us to have things like lower tuition and a fire department.

Perhaps a very brief summary of each of these funds will

help clarify any questions about the ways to give to Sewanee:

The Annual Fund: This fund is unrestricted, meaning that the

donations can be used to support all areas of Sewanee including, need-

based scholarships, faculty salaries, instructional equipment, athletics,

library, and the fire and police departments.

The Sewanee Call: A campaign which raises money for

specific projects such as Spencer Hall, the addition to Woods Lab. This

campaign is mostly restricted and therefore, the money cannot shift

around to cover all areas of need.

Endowments: These are often gifts in kind, like art or objects,

which are left to Sewanee and are used in more specific areas within

the school. Tennessee Williams Center is the result of an endowment

left to Sewanee by Tennessee Williams.

Scholarships: Need and Merit based scholarships can be set

up by individual or multiple donors to supplement the tuition costs on

campus. These funds do not serve beyond their designation of student

costs.

Of course all types of gifts are extremely important to

Sewanee and help keep the school running. As students however, it is

imperative that we start giving now. So how can you participate and

give back to this place that has helped shape your future? The Senior

Gift is given directly to The Annual Fund. It makes daily operations at

Sewanee possible and supplements any department not supported by

our tuition. It accounts for five percent of our annual operating costs.

'

This year's goal is $3.45 million. Luckily for us Seniors the school is

not hoping that all of this money will come from us. They are merely

hoping for 100% participation of our Senior class. The percentage of

alumni support is published in a number of different magazines and is

an important statistic for our school.

This year the Senior Gift is asking each Senior to consider

a donation of $50. Since this is a substantial amount of money for

someone who is getting ready to step into the real world, please

consider your options:

1-You can make a one time donation.

2-You can give $7.14 a month from November until May
and make a $50 contribution to your alma mater. (That's less than a

pitcher of beer at Shenanigans!)

3- You can set your own goal based on what you can give to

Sewanee and adjust the amounts accordingly.

4-You can pledge an amount now to be fulfilled in the next

few months.

Keep in mind that your gifts can come in cash, check, or

credit card form and can be completed very easily online or through

the SPO. Next time you are in the library procrastinating on Facebook,

take a second to make a gift online: www.sewaneeonline.com. I

promise you will feel much more productive than if you were to spend

that time looking at everyone's newest Fall Break photo albums. You

can also SPO any cash or check donations to "Emily Estes Rogers."

Everyone seems to think that Sewanee has all the money

we could ever need. Sewanee is a Non-Profit Institution and makes

just enough money to pay salaries and run the school. Alumni-giving

is essential to the continued excellence at Sewanee. If you think that

your "small" donation of even $10 won't help, you're wrong. Think

about this:

- If one student gives $25, it can pay for the lab supplies of

one student for a year!

- If four students each give $10, it can pay for one student

to receive career

counseling. It can also pay for the cost of police safety and

protection for one student annually.

- If ten students each give a gift of $5, it can pay for the cost

of an instrument for one member of the University Orchestra for one

year.

- If ten students each give a gift of $10 it can pay for the

expenses of one Varsity athlete.

- If three students each give $50 it can cover the cost for

one student to appear in theatre productions at Sewanee for the entire

year.

- If ten students each give gifts of $10 it can pay for: Studio

art supplies for five students for one semester, or the operations of the

Outing Program for ten students for one year.

- If twenty students each give a gift of $25 it can cover the

costs of: Sewanee Emergency Medical Services for a week. It can also

cover the operation of the Language Lab for five students for one year,

or pay for one faculty member to travel to professional meetings for

one year.

- If ten students each give $100 a major campus lecture,

operation of the University Observatory for one month, the purchase

of a new laser printer for the University computer lab or a room and

board scholarship for one student could funded.

The Sewanee Fund supports all areas of campus fife. Every

student at Sewanee has participated in an activity or event that was

made possible, at least in part, by the donations of alumni and friends.

I urge all of you to consider the ways in which Sewanee has given

to you, and think about how you could give back. It is through the

never failing succession of benefactors that Sewanee will continue to

transform lives.

If you are interested in helping plan Senior events such as

a faculty roast or possible Senior parties or want to be more involved

consider joining the Senior Gift Committee. Contact Emily Estes-

Rogers: ext 1216 or eerogers@sewanee.edu.

Calling All Poets:
Slam Poet Bridget Cray
Comes To Sewanee.

By Philly Williams

Don't let the Fall Concert act fool you into

believing that Sewanee doesn't attract

"big names" or real artists for events. Friday

of Experience Sewanee weekend (better known

as November 9th
). we will be hosting one of the

most prolific slam poets currently rocking the

slam scene. Bridget Gray's her name—don't

forget it.

Much of her poetry hits hard and gets

to the point. In her "Letter to Hip-Hop", she

criticizes the role women play in rapper's minds

by using their own lyrics against them. In other

words, she condemns rapper's dehumanizing

approach to femininity by spitting their own
lyrics right back into their faces with eloquence

they'll never be able to muster. She's quick.

she's smart, and she's going to blow our minds.

Imagine how cool this is going to be: a

real slam poet with more style and prowess than

your favorite rapper and Timbaland combined

(and I've got money that says she's sexier

than JT, just sans falsetto and male genitalia).

Bridget's got such a great flow that she published

poetry by the age of 15 and won the first poetry

slam she ever entered—how many rappers won
a Source award with their first single?

In short, this performance will be

awesome and, to boot, it will be free. So, instead

of pre-gaming for that frat party nobody's going

to the night of Friday. November 9th
, write a

poem and come to hear a kick-ass poet lay

down the law. It's going to be melt-your-face

awesome. And. not only are we going to watch

amazing slam poetry, but there will be an open

mic before the performance, so all your favorite

Sewanee poets will be there showing their stuff

too. Seriously, you know you want to come,

so bring your perspective and/or your poetry

notebook and let's get funky.

PS. If you want to get pumped up for

the performance, check out:

www.BridgetGray.com

or

myspace.com/BridgetGrayMusic.

Sewanee Students AND Alums
Get 10% Off!

Open Everyday
10am to 6pm
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Sewanee Rugby: Not Just a Social Club
Anymore.

By Geoff Marolda

In 1982, way back when Cal Ripken started

the first game of his record breaking career,

Toyota came out with the Camry and Michael

Jackson's "Thriller" had just been released,

Dan Roach (C'82) and Walter Boddin (C'82)

decided that there needed to be a team on The
Mountain that would stand above all others, one
that would become a shining example to all.

Since they couldn't get enough volunteers for

badminton, they chose rugby.

The first team, known as the Motley

Crew, came together from many different ath-

letic backgrounds including soccer, wrestling,

lacrosse, and football to name a few, and even

an actual rugby player. The main focus during

those first few years was entirely social with

sporadic moments of actual rugby. In a great

Sewanee moment, the team successfully per-

suaded a local beer distributor to sponsor them

by giving them uniforms and jackets and copi-

ous amounts of Michelob beer.

Of course, the next year, the deal

was broken when the team was photographed

in Florida, hopelessly drunk and trying to mas-

ter the high dive in a local hotel while trying to

catch Frisbees with their mouths. The picture,

which appeared in the local newspaper, showed
every player holding a beer with the Michelob

label facing out. The distributor was not amused
and since then, the '83 rugby team has been

known as the team who blew it.

The team has come a long way since

those days of drunken debauchery, when cel-

ebrations took place, even if a loss occurred

and some players were known to snort lines

of Skoal. The Purple Haze, as the team is now
known, has changed the way people think about

Sewanee Rugby.

In 2001, coach Brian Stringer, a rug-

by player from England, was brought into the

program in the hopes that he might be able to

tum the club around. And turn it around he did.

Stringer's six years here on The Mountain have
seen the complete revitalization of the program.

In his first years, he had to coax players out of

bed on Saturday just to play in a match. Now, he

has thirty-one players competing on two teams.

This "Sewanee Rugby Revolution" started

when an up-and-coming team upset the highly

respected Western Kentucky team in a dramatic

fashion by coming behind to end up winning

by one point, "That is the moment when ev-

erything just clicked," said Stringer, "We had

a very young program the year before, and we
basically had to start from scratch after several

seniors graduated."

Since that important victory, the club

has become known as a team to be reckoned
with and is highly respected in rugby circles ev-

erywhere. "Sewanee Rugby means something

now," said Stringer.

This year, the first year without the

original members of the Sewanee Rugby Revo-

lution, the team faces the same challenges they

had at the beginning of Stringer's career here

They have a very young team that has graduated

many seniors, but both Stringer and the team's

captain Senior Cuth Hutton remain extremely

optimistic. Cuth, a four-year starter on the team

boasts, "The team is getting better with each

match, and a great team is just right around."

This fall exhibition season (the com-
petitive season doesn't begin until late Janu-

ary), the Purple Haze has had its share of tough

matches including games against Western Ken-

tucky. Nashville Men's Club, and Middle Ten-

nessee State. "We have had some tough losses"

Hutton admitted, "But it is all part of building

a program. We have been experimenting at new
positions and new tactics, and that is always

going to be tough in the beginning. But in the

end, these tough games will really help us come
through the spring season."

While the team has certainly pro-

gressed from its crazy, hooligan-like origins.

Cheerleading: The Next
Generation of Sewanee Spirit.

By Becky McCann

Over the past few years, Sewanee 's cheer-

leading squad has been somewhat under-

stated. This year, however, the squad has had

the great fortune of adding many new faces to

the group, which lost only

three seniors from last

year. The amount of work

and dedication has also

increased as the fourteen

cheerleaders spend much
of their time in Fowler

and on the field throwing

girls several feet into the

air, perfecting their jumps

and cheers and practicing

their dance, which will

be performed during half

time at the homecoming

football game this Satur-

day. Tolerating black eyes,

busted lips, twisted ankles,

strained wrists, and pulled

groins (super attractive, I

know), and facing the risk

of some exciting new in-

jury at every practice, the

squad forges ahead, con-

stantly challenging them-

selves.

With liberties,

basket tosses, full downs,

heel stretches, and other

exciting stunts taking place, the cheerleaders

are as enthusiastic in the air as they are on the

ground where they can be found kicking, jump-

ing, tumbling, egging on the mascot, and yell-

ing for their team. And even if they don't grant

your third slurred, "Dude, do a back flip and

then make a cheer for (insert random kid's name
here)" request, they're still rooting for you and

more than appreciate all the support you have to

offer! After all, enduring everything at games

from awkward uniform tan lines and the ex-

cruciating 97 degree heat

in August to the agonizing

pain of standing bare-legged

in the bitter 32 degree cold

of November, the squad's

spirit rarely wanes and is

ever-present on the side-

lines. In addition to their

commitment to rousing

fans and inebriated students

alike from start to finish of

every home football game

(and two away games),

Sewanee 's squad has been

looking to support as many

other Tiger sports teams as

possible. They have already

enjoyed cheering for two of

Sewanee's women's field

hockey games this season,

and Coach Jane Hawkins

is restoring the basketball

squad to support both the

men's and women's basket-

ball teams.

Having already

doubled in size over the past

couple of years, the squad is

looking to add even more spots next year, in-

creasing the number of cheerleaders from four-

teen to about twenty. Clearly, the level of talent

and spirit of this varsity sport has been more
noticeable than ever and appears to be gaining

even more force as time advances.

they have still held true to the basic idea of the

Rugby Fraternity. "Yeah, we play hard and dur-

ing the game we see the other team as our en-

emy, but once that whistle sounds, it is all left

on the field," remarked Hutton, "Both teams

will meet afterwards for drink-ups, and we'll

sing songs and 'bend-elbows.' It is a trait that is

not seen in many other sports, and that is what I

think draws a lot of people to Rugby."

The club has grown incomparably in

its 25 years of existence, and the officers and

supporters are only looking for more of the

same in the years to come. Stringer and the

team have many goals in mind as they continue

to improve the already stellar reputation of the

program. "We want to start running the team in

a more varsity-like manner. We want to be able

to recruit student-athletes in greater numbers

and be able to support ourselves like a champi-

onship program should."

This Homecoming weekend, the

Purple Haze will have its inaugural "Old Boys"
Alumni Game on Saturday kicking off around

3:00 p.m. The B Squad will face off against

the Old Buggers and the A squad will play the

Sewanee Alumni Select Team immediately af-

ter that. There will be a hospitality tent and an

auction supporting the team. Then on the 10th

of November in Sewanee the Haze will take on
the University of Memphis Rugby Club, an ex-

tremely capable Division II team that made it to

the National Qualifier last year.

For more information on the Purple

Haze and a schedule of upcoming matches,

please visit them at www.SewaneeRugby.com.

See you on the pitch.

Intramurals: A Way to Stay in

Shape.
By Liaren Harris

For those of us who do not play varsity

sports, staying in shape is always a constant

battle. So what can we do to fight the fat? Here

are a few suggestions for everyone who wants

to stay in shape, but just does not have the time

to commit to a varsity sport.

Ultimate Frisbee is a combination of

football and soccer but played with a frisbee.

Like football, there are two endzones, and the

goal is to get it in the endzone. However, you

can't run with the frisbee, as that would defeat

the purpose of playing with a frisbee. Like soc-

cer, there are no downs. The frisbee turns over

whenever it is either intercepted or the pass is

incomplete. For those who are interested, there

is a group that meets every Wednesday, Thurs-

day, and Sunday at 3:30pm at the Trez Field.

Racquetball is a lot like indoor

tennis.only there is no net, and the walls, floor,

and ceiling are all legal. Usually played with

two people, racquetball is a fast-paced game
that gives one of the best workouts in a short

period of time. Unlike tennis, the ball can be

played after a serve off of the ceiling, wall,

or floor. There are racquetball courts inside of

Fowler.

There are also several trails around

Sewanee that can become the perfect activ-

ity for a pretty day. and the Perimeter Trail is

especially popular. It's a 20-mile hike that has

access points at Morgan's Steep, Proctor Hall.

Green's View, the University Gates, and the

Cross. The trail is great not only for hiking, but

also mountain biking and running, and is open

to everyone during the day.

So for everyone who wants to do

something athletic but doesn't have time to go
varsity, just grab a frisbee, a racquet, or your

best hiking boots and start a new athletic hobby

that fits into your schedule.

Hours: Mon. • Fri. (9AM
Saturday (10AM • 2PM)

5PM); Phone: (931) 967-7020
Fax:(931)967-7030

BICYCLES
Full-Service Bike Shop

Featuring: New Bikes by Trek, Gary Fisher, Lemond
All Necessary Accessories and Bicycle Repair

111 2
nd

Avenue, Winchester, TN 37398

Woody Deutsch:
An Alumnus Who Loves Sewanee Students!

Email: woody@woodysbicycles.com
www.woodysbicycles.com
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STUDENT LIFE
Sewanee Traditions:
Past, Present, And
Future.

By Morgan Larkin

Traditions and customs are held dear to

students at Sewanee: as such, they are

taken very seriously and remain a vital part of

University life on the Mountain. The Order of

Gownsmen has been a part of Sewanee life since

1873. and although the organization no longer

serves as a Student Assembly, wearing one's

gown to class remains a privilege that faculty and

students still embrace today. Sewanee 's Dress

Code was established in 1 869 and is now student

enforced; it serves as a student's sign of respect

for Academia. Sewanee's Honor Code has been

in effect unofficially since 1876 and remains a

serious and important aspect of academic and

social life on the Domain.

Sewanee's recent Sesquicentennial

celebration is proof of the school's esteem for

traditions: over 1,000 students, family, and

alumni packed into Convocation on October 9lh

to remember Sewanee's past to look towards

a brighter future. Alumnus John Meacham
eloquently expressed Sewanee 's commemoration

of 150 years, as he affirmed; "Sewanee has

always gone from strength to strength, pressing

ahead through storm and strife, to make the world

a better, gentler and freer place than it once was.

In that history lies our hope." Throughout this

celebration, the University Art Gallery portrayed

a revered college history through photographs,

t-shirts, and notebooks donated from Sewanee

Alumni. The exhibit is open October 8-

November 11, and is another testament to the

University's value of remembrance.

Yet some of Sewanee's traditions

remain a memory, no longer maintained by

students and faculty. In "Minding their Manners"

by Annie Armour, C'77, the Sewanee alumna

reminisces on the community dinners and "at

homes" that were offered to all students. Armour
comments, "Many looked forward to Mrs.

Reynolds Marvin Kirby-Smith's chocolate cake

on Tuesdays, Mrs. George Myers' "at home" on

Wednesdays, and Senor William Lewis' after-

dinner coffees." 1

Post- dance parties often took

place at faculty homes, and the Vice Chancellor

left his porch light aglow to encourage students

to visit.

Armour states that professors did away

with porch light visits because of the decreased

l.uk of participation on the part of students

The cafeteria took the place of home dining and

as the drinking age was raised to 21. Sewanee

staff members became more uncomfortable

socializing with students

Armour recalls that many ladies used

to sponsor specific fraternities, "Mrs. Maude

Kirby-Smilh loved to treat certain SAE's to

Sunday afternoon opera, and Mrs. Torian took

care of the Phi Delta Thetas." Today, the well-

known Hurst alumni are good friends to the Chi

Psi fraternity, but fraternities now seem to form

closer ties to their male alumni as opposed to

ladies within the community.

Certain Sewanee traditions have been

established in the present day, and perhaps have

replaced some customs of the past. In the early

1 960s, Sewanee students began touching the roof

of their cars upon crossing the Sewanee gates.

It is said that the student then takes a Sewanee

Angel with them for protection; the Angel is

released when the student returns to the gates.

Another fairly new instilled tradition

at the University is the decorating of seniors'

cars after completion of a Comprehensive

exam. Although the shoe- polished phrases are

sometimes to a professor's chagrin, the personal

statements are another testament to the close ties

formed within four years at Sewanee.

Some of Sewanee's past traditions

are remembered for their role in University life,

yet necessarily released from today's college

customs. Sewanee's lack of Saturday morning

classes does not seem to aggravate students

and faculty, although the incredible Smart

Boards confuse many who attempt to use them.

Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the students

and staff who live at Sewanee to keep up the

traditions they enjoy, lest the college wishes to

lose the very aspects that make it so unique and

worth commemoration.

(Footnotes)
1 http://www.sewanee.edu/magazine/summer_

2007?id= 16639

PostSecret
Everyone has a secret. Come on, think deep down. There

is that one thing that you have never revealed to anyone, yet

you can feel it creeping up and pushing its way out, wanting the

world to be aware of. You yearn for people to know, but how

do you even begin to expose it? Well, thanks to PostSecret. the

brainchild of Frank Warren, you can anonymously divulge your

clandestine skeleton in the closet.

Frank Warren began passing out blank postcards in

late 2004, asking random strangers to share a secret with him,

"something that was true, something they had never told anyone."

Following the distribution of 3,000 postcards, he continued

receiving secrets long after until he had enough to compile

several massive books of these confessions and declarations.

Not only were the postcards simultaneously shocking and poetic,

they were works of art. Frank Warren collected secrets from

all across the globe, some of which were inscribed in Hebrew,

German, Portuguese, and Braille.

In the introduction to his first book, Frank Warren writes,

"We all have secrets: fears, regrets, hopes, beliefs, fantasies,

betrayals, and humiliations. We may not always recognize them

but they are part of us- like the dreams we can't always recall in

the morning light."

So, I propose to Sewanee students, faculty, and staff that

we begin our own version of "PostSecret," in order to provide

a refuge for those secrets of yours. Keeping in the tradition of

Warren's project, the only guidelines are these:

1

)

Reveal anything, as long as it is true and you have never

shared it with anyone.

2) Be brief, legible, and creative.

3) Do not sign your name.

You may send your PostSecrets to the Sewanee Purple by

SPOing them The Sewanee Purple. Also, for inspiration or

simple entertainment, go to www.postsecret.com .

Dear Sewanee Angel, I Need Your Advice.
Dear Sewanee Angel,

I am having difficulty adjusting to life as a

collegiate athlete AND a full- time student In high school

I never had trouble balancing all of my activities, but this

year I feel like I have to choose between going to practice

and studying for classes. My friends from home who

play sports at Division I schools aren't having the same

problems. Why?

- Dedicated yet

Deterred

Dear Dedicated,

The hallmark of a Division III

school is to put academics before

sports. Your friends involved in

Division I programs may be on

scholarship and have coaches

who can make their academic

schedules more fining to training.

Also, u is nol uncommon

iion i athletes to taki

year- in i ollege to fit in ..ll

n need to

refrain from comparing yourself to athletes from other schools

as well as your high school self; embrace your current team and

look to older teammates for advice; everyone's been there! Talk

to your coach about alternative options if you cannot make all

of the practice times. Learning to balance is key. but remember

that you came to Sewanee for its academics.

Dear Sewanee Angel,

It's time to apply for graduate schools and I am
still unsure as to what I want to do! How can I choose within

the next month?

-Please Respond Quickly

Dear Quickly.

No need to rush' If you are unsure as to exactly what

you want to do after graduation, do not spend the time and

money on a graduate program that may ultimately be useless.

You can talk to youi advisor and appl\ to multiple schools oi

ramsfo] now Yet if come January your mind is si ill qo!

made up. tal id look for experience opportunities

in a held of your interest. Talk to Career Services aboul thi

time will help you determine the ue> im there.

Dear Sewanee Angel,

The girl in the room adjacent to mine has a

terrible voice, yet she is unaware of her shortcomings. I hear

her singing throughout all times of the day. How do I let her

know (kindly) that she needs to stop?

-Covering My Ears

Dear Ears,

It sounds to me like

you have a tricky problem! (No

pun intended.) Next time your

neighbor breaks loose on a high

note contact the nearest AP or

Proctor to enforce quiet hours. If

she keeps it up, slip an invitation

to the Choir under her door

and maybe she'll improve with

proper training.

Write the Sewanee Angel <u

PfwSewaneeAnyeKg'vahoo.eom

or SPO the
'

Purple All

ial
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RevieWZThe Splendor
And The Degradation Of The
Fall Concert.

Review: Avner The Eccentric.
By John Guin

It
was with some skepticism that I went to

see Avner the Eccentric's "Exceptions to

Gravity." The premise of the show is that Avner,
a custodian, must keep an audience entertained

as they wait for the "real" show to go on. When
I walked into an almost full Guerry Auditorium
this past Friday, my fears were confirmed
as I saw approximately two other Sewanee
students in the audience. The rest of the crowd
was composed of kids dressed in Halloween
costumes who probably don't know even what
the word puberty means.

With some difficulty I found a seat

near the front and watched as a tall, old man,
Avner, swept the stage. He had that I'm-a-

crazy-old-man look in his eyes, but moved
with the spryness of a teenager. The gaggle
of prepubescent kids behind me laughed
uproariously in what sounded like helium-
altered voices. Their laughter amazed me— I'm
more than twice their age and I personally found
Avner a little creepy looking. The kids laughed
at everything and as their laughter pierced my
ears it seemed like the show was going to be
everything I had dreaded. Thankfully, I was
wrong.

Avner took a break to fight a cigarette

and then realized he had no matches. When he
finally found the matches in one of his many
pockets, the cigarette had fallen out of his

mouth and he performed a series of clumsy and
ridiculously extravagant acts to retrieve and
light his cigarette. For example, when he finally

found his matches, they fell out of their box,

and he spent many minutes trying to pick them
up because he kept dropping them. Apparently,

small children find an old man's inability to

pick up matches hilarious.

This comedy routine of clumsiness is

the basis for the entire show. Avner would drop
various items— his hat, matches, a cigarette,

plastic cups— and spend an inordinate amount
of time trying to pick them up. After ten minutes
of failing miserably to retrieve his item, Avner
would perform a complex, adroit maneuver to

complete his task. For example, after Avner
dropped his hat and spent ten minutes trying to

pick it up, he finally achieved his goal by placing
the hat on his broom, flinging it skyward, and
magnificently catching it on his head.

Occasionally. Avner punctuated
these routines with illusions or pantomime
acts. Remember those magicians at pre-school
birthday parties? Well, those guys put Avner to

shame.

Avner 's tricks included eating a pile of
napkins and then pulling them out of his mouth
as one long rope and tearing a newspaper then
making it whole again. This part of the show
was the most disappointing to me and probably
anyone else who went to preschool birthday

parties. I expected a skilled display of illusions

and magic tricks, and instead I got a crazy old
man who kept dropping stuff.

However, the pantomimes were
surprisingly good. For one pantomime. Avner
manipulated a ferret-like creature made from
a handkerchief to scurry around his body. I

admit, I was fooled. I thought there had to be
a spring or something in the handkerchief, but

when Avner unfolded the handkerchief to reveal

that it was nothing more than a handkerchief—

I

realized the man had mad skillz.

Overall, the show was enjoyable,

though nothing special. The comedy routine of
clumsiness was overused and the illusions were

simple and cliche\ although some of the jokes

were legitimately funny and the pantomime
acts were generally impressive. "Exceptions

to Gravity" was a somewhat pleasant way to

fill an hour and a half with a couple of laughs,

especially if you're younger than ten years of
age.

By Philly Williams

Some of you might know me already by
reputation: I'm Paul and the TwinScales'

biggest fan. If you were at the concert this past
Friday, you might have seen me onstage doing an
air-guitar duet with Chris during the "Boob-Time
Jam". No matter when or where the TwinScales
play, I'm there rocking out, generally in the
front row. So. when I found out they were the

opening act for the Fall Concert. I was pumped.
For the first time I got to hear my favorite

Sewanee band tear it up at the best venue on
campus with a professional sound man keeping
the levels ripe. Listening to the TwinScales
play at the concert was fantabulicious. They
played well, kept the energy going, and made
the concert more fun than I thought humanly
possible. The TwinScales rocked for a full two
hours and not once during that time span did I

see a single frown— every mouth was stamped
with a smile, every eye gleamed. Though the

sound-men continually asked the TwinScales
to keep performing, even this rapturous state of
affairs had to end.

I'm going to go ahead and admit
something. After watching the YouTube video
for Lord-T & Eloise's "Million Dollar Boots".
I almost cried. I was so disappointed with the

prospect of a C-grade performance that my
weekend was almost ruined before it had even
started. So, I was a mal-possessed camper
from the beginning. But, after the TwinScales'
amazing performance I was ready to be dazzled
by the boys from Memphis. I said to myself,

"hey, what the heck, they can't be that bad.

Oh nelly was I wrong. For fifteen

minutes I watched an empty stage. No worries.

For half an hour I watched 'Mystery'— the

group's DJ— mix rap. "Don't worry Philly; he's

just warming up the crowd," I said to myself.

Then, finally, after nearly an hour of waiting

and an excruciatingly boring introduction, out

come two guys in 16 ,h-century aristocrat frills

followed by a gold and glittered south-Hampton
throwback. I strained my ears, hoping I would
find enjoyment in their words— their sweet
sweet lyrics-but all I got for my trouble was
an ear-drum-shattering load of bass.

From what I could piece together

from the snippets of verse heard between
drunken-frat-boy shouts of spasmodic glee

and the chest-thumping bass, all they rapped
about was money. And clothes. And cars. And
scantily clad women. Like that's never been
done before.

They were introduced as "The two
richest men in the world". But out came three

guys. I may be the only math major who uses

Ins lingers to count, but even I could see there

was something wrong with that. Their fault,

however, was much deeper than mathematic
inconsistency.

After I became completely frustrated

with trying lo listen to bad music that I did not

enjoy (I'll admit they had two songs with good
production— that you could barely hear over
the bass), I left knowing that I couldn't miss
much— they only had 45 minutes worth of
material. As I walked home with a friend, we
inevitably discussed the failings of the choice
in headline act for the Fall Concert. My main
critique was that the hired performers had no
true talent, but required a gimmick— what they

call "Aristo-Crunk"— to make their performance
interesting. I would have been more than happy
with anything but bad rap, because I wanted
to dance to fun music, not be squashed by
drunkards as they bobbed up and down to the

thick bass. I asked my friend, "Why couldn't

they have chosen a Mo-town group, or a Blue
Grass band— you know, something we could
dance to?"

Though he agreed with me, his

displeasure was the result of a far different

conflict. He found that the choice of "Aristo-

Crunk" rappers projects the image of a Sewanee
that is wrapped up in material and monetary
wealth, which is insulting to those of us who
do not find wealth important, or are not wealthy

ourselves. I had never thought about it this way.

but he was right.

Why did they choose Lord-T &
Eloise? Do they think we like rap? I know
I'm a fan of hip-hop, but I despise the lack of

artisanship usually projected by chain-flaunting

chauvinists who are more concerned with their

cars than their children— but that's a different

rant. I wanted to dance and have fun.

Fortunately, the TwinScales provided

this, regardless of how under-appreciated they

were for their contribution to the success of the

concert. The headline act might have enthused

some, but their ability to do this is out-weighed

by the offensiveness of their music. Though I

assume that Lord-T & Eloise's performance is

supposed to be humorous, I found it sophomoric

and degrading.

I believe that the powers-that-be

should attempt to bring in real artists or fun

bands for concerts rather than dredge another

bad rap group from the cesspool of terrible

music. Please don't waste money on some
group that won't be enjoyed by all, especially

when you can have the TwinScales do a far

better job— and come on, they definitely need
the money more than Lord-T & Eloise.

Outside the Bubble, Inside the Beltway: Colbert 2008?
By Alex Pappas

"A fternear,v 15 minutes of soul searching.

l\l have heard the call. Nation, I shall

seek the office of the president of the United

States! I am doing it."

It's hardly news anymore. Just about

everyone in America who has a television or a
computer knows those words belong to Stephen

Colbert of the Colbert Report. The comedian
turned quasi-politician (for the time being,

at least) has filed papers to run in both the

Republican and Democratic Party primaries in

South Carolina- and only South Carolina. But
why?

Tim Russert of NBC's Meet the Press

asked him jusi that. Colbert's answer. -Because
l believe thai it's the greatest state of the union,

I beliei ire things that -I believe I can
- difference iherc I think it is time to locus

on South Carolina. .1 don't want Iowa and New
Hampshire to be the ojil) people in the United
States who get to control who is a bellwether

state. And if Iowa and New Hampshire don't

like that, they can take some of that Iowa corn
and stick it right up their Dixville Notch."

Regardless of Colbert's intentions

and whether it is to arouse publicity for him
or whether he thinks he has a realistic shot at

winning, he has the potential to factor into the

South Carolina race. David Miller ofCBS wrote
this in his October 31 piece: "Colbert's bid to

be the 21st century's version of Pat Paulsen

has some support, especially among college

students like those Colbert visited. According
to a Rasmussen Reports poll released last

week, Colbert is supported by 28 percent of

likel) \oiers aged 18-29 when pitted against

Hillary Clinton and Rudy Giuliani Swap Fred

Thompson for Giuliani, and Colbert's share

jumps to 31 percent
."

And just recently, the Facebook.com

group "One Million Strong for Stephen Colbert"

became the largest political group on the social

networking site. This news amazed political

observers and journalists who had previously

written articles on the largest political group at

the time: "One Million Strong Against Hillary

Clinton." These observers had written articles

on how it took only several months for the anti-

Hillary group to reach a million. It took Colbert's

group's mere days to reach 1.2 million

Those numbers make him a factor-

even if his support comes mostly from high

school and college-aged students. And as a

result, he may face several dilemmas he never

intended to face 1 1
1 us ige of Comedy Central

air time has led to his hiring of a well-known

election law firm to make sure he is not breaking

any campaign finance reform laws His lawyers

instructed him to set up a website independent

Ol Comedy Central, in an attempt to Steei the

network a leral campaign

election laws

With that support and those lawyi

we may be sa uiciii Colbert ,

fanuaji 2009
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OPINIONS
Poverty for Beans: Not a Fair Trade.

By Ben Breseka

What can only be described as the

lifeblood of working America, coffee

holds a special place in many hearts. For some,

it is a necessity; for others, it is an indulgence,

and more recently, it is a way some middle

class consumers can feel slightly better about

themselves when they don't recycle the cup it

came in.

Hold on. doesn't the increased price

go to the impoverished fanners'* Yes. in some

but sadly the higher prices of the goods

undermine any real benefit F- .11 r trade restricts

importation and increases prices, something

which consumers are not too fond ol Fail

trade achieves this by creating a price flooi in

us contracts essentially limiting the absolute

lowest us products can go According to the

Fair Trade website, "Democraticallj organized

farmer groups receive a guaranteed minimum

floor price ..
" However, if the price fail trade

demands is much higher than what the world

will sell it to you. why buy from them.' When
fair trade is wedged into a preexisting free trade

market, it provides no incentive to buy it

Wait, you can count on the back-

patting, feel good crowd for a few dollars, right?

I mean, they've got to dnnk something during

Wal-Mart protests and inside independently

owned record shops However, the rest of the

world doesn't. Fair trade companies, which run

on a smaller profit, can't hope to compete with

companies without price floors. Alan Reynolds

of the Caito Institute echoes this sentiment,

saying, "tariffs and quotas restrict competition.

restrict supply and raise prices." These fair trade

corporations then receive less profit, and I'll

give you one guess where the cuts come from.

However, let's imagine that the entire

coffee industry turns fair trade. Without fear of

profit-mongenng megacorporations, fair trade

will thrive and in turn provide better living

standards for workers across the world, right?

Again, it's an unfortunate misnomer. Under the

fair trade system, it's actually a benefit to have

fewer companies providing your good.

Fair trade aims to buy from everyone,

optimally As seen on their website, their goal

is to "lempower) farmers and farm workers to

lift themselves out of poverty by developing

the business skills necessary to compete in the

global marketplace." But what if several new

suppliers enter the market'7 Instantly, everyone

who is a part of the free trade alliance has 1 heir

sales, and thus profits, cut. The butter spreads

thin rather quickly when it comes to sales, and

the workers always get the dry piece of toast

But let's go ahead and make the

greatest assumption. Let's assume that fair trade-

works People buy it up, countries produce as

much as is needed, and everyone lives happily

ever after Oh. I forgol to mention, they're still

impoverished bean farmers Fair trade contract*,

essentially bind poor countries to their imports,

a definite form of exploitation. By facilitating

this one dimensional production, fair trade

essentially dooms them to always produce

coffee beans.

Fair trade implies two things: fairness

and trading. Unfortunately, it promotes neither

Under any scenario that fair trade is subject to.

regardless of its success, it isn't fair to anyone

It isn't fair to countries that produce more

efficiently, it isn't fair to the workers who are

either paid the same. less, or whose families

will be eternal bean farmers, and it isn't fair

to consumers who are paying more money to

facilitate this fallacy.

Don't take it too hard, so sip on;

something has to calm you down as you watch

Who Killed the Electric Car? or validate your

intellectualism as you discuss your carbon share

portfolio Maybe you should recycle that cup

after all.
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Tales of Lifestyle Choices: Don't Be A
Waste Of Space.

By I ,sine Wright and Claire Simmons

Monday 9am:

As your T.V. noisily blares in sync

with your i-pod Dock alarm clock, you realize

it's time to get up. As soon as you get out of bed

you turn up your heat from 76° to 78° . With your

heat blasting all night, you are so dehydrated so

you decide to grab a bottle of SmartWater out

your mini-fridge. Amidst your frozen bare feet

and your chilled exposed arms, you decide you

should turn on that shower to warm the water

before you get in. Unfortunately, your mom
calls [0 reprimand you for latest parking ticket.

Trying to avoid this conversation, you end the

eall after 10 minutes since your shower water is

now sufficiently scalding and hop in. Little did

you notice amidst the tooth brushing and face

exfoliating bliss of your shower that you were

wrinkling from your 25-mmute shower As

your roommate begins to bangdown the door

tor his/her turn in the bathroom-tumed-steam

room, you get out. Since your shower took so

long you realize that you only have 15 minutes

to get to class. In your frenzy you throw on flip-

flops and that spnng-timey outfit on your floor

(the one from before the weather turned cold)

before you grab your car keys and run out the

door. Because of the morning rush, you don't

bother to ask anyone else in the dorm if they

need a ride to class, nor do you turn off any of

the lights or electronics that are currently on.

and instead dash to turn on the engine of your

SUV and let your seat heaters warm up before

you jump in.

Once inside that cool den of leather,

your flip-flop clad feet no longer feel so chilly.

You make a quick dash to the Stirling's parking

lot to park your car so you can make it to your

class in Woods Lab on time. Once class is over,

you run to McClurg to grab something to eat.

You decide that you would rather drive home
and eat lunch in your dorm room, so you get

your meal To-Go. Once you arrive back in your

cozy haven, you find all of your closest friends

are leaving to go out to lunch. As you toss your

McClurg box, full of food, in the trash you run

out the door with your T.V. still blaring and all

the lights still on.

Hopefully, this does not sound like a

familiar day in your "Life of X." If any aspects

of this day sound even VAGUELY familiar,

please consider a few helpful, gentle and much-

needed slaps into reality. It's not hard to make a

few small changes to your lifestyle that can save

energy, money and our planet.

1-You only need one alarm clock,

and if it happens to be your TV or i-pod, turn

it off when you are sufficiently woken up

rather than letting it run all day. Same goes for

your computer—Simply shutting it down saves

energy and the life of your battery (One less

thing to go in the landfill!)

2 -If your dorm room is cold in the

morning and the heat is already on, you need to

bundle up. There is absolutely no need to walk

around your dorm room or house wearing your

skivvies. Put on an extra sweater and invest in a

pair of down-booties and enjoy the cleaner and

less-dry, natural air.

3-You don't need to run your shower

until it is scalding hot. It's a waste of water

and it will get warm shortly. If it doesn't warm
up, it's just all the more incentive to make that

shower short and make it to class on-time.

4-As for those of you who drive to

class on a consistent basis: there's just no need.

Yes, it's cold outside, and yes, you may be a

little late to class- you will warm up if you put on

season-appropriate clothing and ride your bike

or walk to class. It's incredibly fuel-INefficent

to start your car and drive it before it heats up,

but it's even more inefficient to take the time to

do that if you are only driving three blocks. You
will also save your parents money on parking

tickets, and the planet our supply of trees by not

making the police department write you parking

tickets. If you truly are in THAT much of a bind,

at least ask if anyone needs a ride! CARPOOL!
5-Food To-Go is absolutely more

convenient. Rather than wasting the incredible

amount of cardboard boxes on a sandwich and

five potato chips, take a reusable container and

stock up instead. Just think, you won't have

to worry about getting all the way to McClurg

having them be out of boxes. Also, carry your

own water bottle around and refill it, same with

your coffee cup. It is less expensive than having

water imported from other countries and most

water bottles are (sadly) not recycled!

All of these things take merely

minutes out of your daily life, and they can

greatly impact the amount of energy you use.

Most of them only demand a few seconds of

thought or preparation that any of us can spare.

OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES
SfwaniI: Tin I niversity of the South

Resume Advice on your job search or

interviews Internships Help with

discovering your strengths and interests

Visit Career Services to get started!

Appointments available daily;

call x1 121 to find a convenient time.

"Quick Questions" at McClurg every
Tuesday during lunch

Drop-In Hours
(no appointment necessary):

Monday & Tuesday, 2-5 p.m.

Wednesday & Thursday, 10 a.m.-noon

Visit the Career Services website to check TigerNet for upcoming events
598-1 121 • careers@sewanee.edu • www sewanee edu/CareerServices
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Photographers Unite to Raise Money and Awareness for Haiti.
By Ashley GaUman

On November 14- 1 8 the Tennessee Williams
Center will host a collaborative effort of

the Sewanee arts community in an effort to raise

awareness and money for the impoverished
people of Haiti. The Perpetual Motion Dance
Program joins forces with Professor Pradip
Malde's Art 363: Documentary Projects in

Photography class and the Theatre Sewanee in

order to produce a mixed media performance
inspired by the colorful Haitian culture.

In the Spring of 2007 the Art 363
class accompanied students in Biology 232 as
well as representatives of the Sewanee Outreach
Program to Haiti in order to work with the locals

and observe their daily lives. The photography
students in particular spent each day interacting

with the community and documenting the

Haitian culture through photography. From this

trip the Mango House Project was born in order
to raise money for poverty stricken Haiti. For
the project, students and staff who participated

in the trip compiled photographs and journal

entries to create a book entitled Haiti: Before
Knowing Remembers. Proceeds earned through
sales of this book as well as prints of the

photographs taken on the trip all went towards
the betterment of Haitian lives.

At the end of the semester when
Perpetual Motion started searching for themes
for its first fall dance performance. Dean of
Students Eric Hartman, an active participant

in the Sewanee Outreach Program, suggested
a community service element to the show that

would tie back to Haiti. When the Perpetual

Motion dancers and Professor Malde put their

heads together, they quickly arrived at the

concept of a mixed media performance that

would combine dance and photography in order
to meaningfully convey the Haitian culture.

The photographs were used to both
inform and accompany the choreography of the

performance. The choreographers for the show
drew their inspiration from the photographs,
so the pieces themselves will reflect Art 363 's

work. Furthermore, the images of Haitian life

will be projected onto a screen throughout the
course of the show, so the photographs will have
an actua] presence in the performance as well.
"When Dean Hartman recommended the theme
of Haiti I did not know how much it would mean
to me," recalled Perpetual Motion Co-President
Sarah Wilcox '08, "But after I looked at the
pictures taken there and read these peoples'
stories I felt really passionate about doing this
show for them." The choreographers, costume
designer Jennifer Matthews, and lighting
designer John Womack, all worked intimately
with the photographs in order to integrate the
images into every level of the performance.
As a result, the show was aptly named after
the Mango House Project book Haiti: Before
Knowing Remembers.

Theatre Sewanee also collaborated
in the project, providing costumes, fighting,

and a performance space in Proctor Hill.

Likewise, readings from Haiti: Before Knowing
Remembers will be interspersed throughout
the show to give the audience a verbal account
of the Haitian culture and experiences of the
students and staff who worked on the Mango
House Project. Theatre Sewanee actors Ashton
McRae and Whitney Turner will read these

passages in between the choreography. Theatre
Professor Pete Smith oversaw the creation ofthe
entire production, and Dance Professor Phoebe
Pearigen provided choreographic advice and
assistance.

Five pieces will be performed
that are thematically unified while also

incredibly unique stylistically. Jenny Parham
'08 choreographed two pieces, a classical

ballet and a modem piece. Her first will be
accompanied by Mike Corliss '10 on the cello

and "is purposefully simplistic, portraying the

unique characteristics of individual faces," as

Parham explained. By contrast, she described

her second piece as "more of a celebration,

exuding color and life." Wilcox choreographed
a classical ballet en pointe that has both young
girls and college age dancers in order to convey
a mother and daughter theme. When describing

Sewanee Outreach:
New Orleans Fall Break Service Trips.

By Meghan Plummer

In the course of one hurricane, one of the

United States' most vibrant cities was almost

completely reduced to a watery oblivion. Once
colorful homes are now scarred by grimly high
water lines. Entire neighborhoods were swept
off their foundations by water surges a faulty

levee system could never hope to retain. Even
now, two years and two months later, parts of
New Orleans. Louisiana are inhabited by only
1-3% of the population they once housed. Over
Fall Break, sixteen Sewanee students spent their

time in order to improve the dismal conditions

still present in NOLA.
Sewanee and its students have been

faithfully volunteering their services to the city

since the day after Hurricane Katrina struck on
August 28, 2005. The Fall Break trip of this year

was the eighth, and lasted four days and four

nights. Students stayed in Trinity Community
Center, which hosts twenty AmeriCorps
volunteers in addition to groups, like Sewanee
Outreach.

Students were assigned to work on
the home of a woman who had managed to

evacuate before Katrina struck. They spent their

time "siding, framing, [installing
|

insulation,

and [doing] any other job that would help her

out," says Emily Luelhke. a sophomore on the

trip mdastudenl intern for Sewanee 's Outreach

*ram.

iup onsite with the

;: a student-founded
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"li students

and found

SAIL!

the city," Luethke says.

SAFER is an acronym for Student
Advocacy For Equitable Recovery (SAFER) and
was formed just months after Katrina hit. This

on-campus community service organization

now operates under Mardi Gras Service Corps.

"People like Jim and Nicole [students

with SAFER] persevere through setbacks

and obstacles to make a notable difference

in the rehabilitation effort. It was a humbling
experience to see people like that work in such a

circumstance," says sophomore Will Bostwick,

who also traveled to NOLA.
Unfortunately, the miserable state of

many of the city's regions still weighs heavily

on volunteers.

"It was pretty discouraging to see

some parts of the city, namely the lower 9th

ward, that is two and a half years later literally

without inhabitants because of the scarcity

of resources and governmental aid," says

Bostwick.

"It is disappointing to know that there

are areas of New Orleans that will never regain

the unique and culturally rich people who lived

there before," Luethke says

Both students agree, however, that

the most encouraging and hopeful part of the

NOLA situation were the people volunk

"The work that some of the people

less

than inspirationaL" B idds

Lu- "... There ate

lallesi vva<

her inspiration she commented. "One picture in

particular shows an aged, wise-looking woman.
The caption explains that her daughter's
education is her highest priority, and she wakes
up at dawn every morning to get her ready for
school." Ashley Gallman '08 choreographed a
lyrical piece with a Latin flare. "In the book, I

read so much of the dual nature of Haiti: the
sorrow and the joy, the physical poverty and
the cultural richness," she explained, "I tried

to convey both sides through my choreography
and images." For the concluding piece, Alyna
Rogow '08 choreographed a high-energy
hip-hop dance to end the performance on an
extremely high note. She described both her
piece and the show as "a performance filled with
energy and joy, a celebration of life manifested
by the universal language of dance, inspired by
rhythm, color, love, and freedom." The show
will then end with a finale including all the
pieces and building the energy to a crescendo.

At each show, copies of the book
as well as prints of individual photographs will

be available for purchase, and all proceeds will

go to the Mango House Project to raise money
for Haiti. Admission is free, but donations are
welcome and encouraged. The performances
Wednesday-Saturday will begin at 7:30pm, and
the Sunday matinee will begin at 2pm.

The production of Haiti: Before
Knowing Remembers pulled together several

corners of the campus in attempt to aid people
in need. All of the students and staff involved
in the performance encourage the Sewanee
community to come to the show to support not
only their friends, but also the people of Haiti.

Dancer Claudia Quene '08 urged. "It's very
easy to get caught up in our own lives and forget

about those who we cannot see. I think that

Before Knowing Remembers is a great reminder
that there is a world outside of our own." For a
chance to step outside the "Sewanee Bubble"
and interact with a vibrant society without
actually leaving the domain. Haiti: Before
Knowing Remembers offers a unique artistic

collaboration inspired by cultural resonance.

The Hurrik»t>
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Bexter Richardson

O hurrikat. why. why with such an art?

The places went, the times spent.

The working experiment, and
Even the environment.

All revealed the destructiveness,

The emptiness, the loneliness.

The quietness and,

All of the mess:

As ifthe vacuum ofthe globe,

That hurrikat s envelope.

Hasjust once more.

Completed itsfold:

One could smell the wind.

Hear the scent,

See the unseen.

Describe the indescribable.

Sense the life within the lifeless,

The death within the ghost -

And witness the lifeless after death - the

after life.

Yet, joy still prevails.

Both in the hearts ofthe young and the

old;

Tlieir faith in God expressively details

Both the meaning ofthe life and thejoy of
their soub

If no one cares, they are assured

That God cares!

"Where was God?"
Only those people knew:

Those with the faith, the joyful and
grateful,

Those who are still thankful

Not just for their life but for us all

O Mrs. Hurrikat. why. why with such an
art?

Theta Pi, TKP and PKE are

sponsoring the

Third Annual Turkey Trot,

a fund raiser for Blue Monarch.

There will be a 5K race and 1 mile run on

Saturday, November 17.

Pre Registration is due November 8 ($18)

and includes a long sleeved t-shirt. Check
your SPO box for registration forms.
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STUDENT LIFE
Police Blotter: Law Enforcement Shocked At
Mistreatment Of Student's Hydroponic Marijuana Garden.

By Jacob Moore
Before I even had a chance

to sit down. Chief Parrott

excitedly beckoned me into

another room, in which I

found a seemingly innocuous

plastic tub. There was nothing

immediately noteworthy about this

container, save for an inexplicable

glow peeking out around the lid.

"What does that look like to you?" the

Chief smiled, a Santa-like twinkle in his

eye. I cautiously lifted the lid. expecting

to see some small animal burrowing into

what looked like a vast quantity of dirt...

"Chief, is that weed?"

"It sure is."

"Why do you have a weed stash. Chief?"

"We found it."

Over Fall Break, the police were called in to confiscate

a small hydroponic pot garden growing in the back of a student's

closet. Apparently the head resident, performing a routine

inspection, discovered the agricultural endeavor and called the

proper authorities. The Dean's Office is handling the student, and

the police are handling the weed.

"It just doesn't make sense," the Chief explained, "you
would have to transplant the marijuana for it to grow, and this

weather would kill it. It needs sunlight." He shook his head at the

flagrant mistreatment of the innocent, yet illegal plant, "You just

can't grow marijuana in a dorm room, it's just illogical. I mean,

what are you going to do, put it on a windowsill?" When asked

what the police would do with the plants, the chief responded.

"Probably put them on a windowsill and let them grow." The
department plans to use the marijuana for training dorm staff.

The scheduled events of the last weekend went off

without a hitch, as students swelled the audience at Lake Cheston

last Friday and donned extravagant costumes for SAE's costume
party. But at the soccer game this weekend, one person chose to

forgo celebratory garments, or indeed any garments at all. and

streak the field during the game. The young man apparently fell

while negotiating a steep slope by the field, but the police on duty

did not give chase. When asked why he was not apprehending the

rude nudist, one officer repbed. "I don't chase a naked man."

The streaker remains unidentified, and had no notable

features to his appearance save a pair of black socks. In light of

the incident, the perpetrator has been nicknamed Shorty. "Though
I'm not sure why," remarked the Chief.

On a very positive note. Chief Parrott reports a decided

lack of any alcohol-related crashes or hit-and-runs The only
vehicular damage in the past two weeks can only be blamed on
Mother Nature, as high winds caused a tree to fall on live power
lines and land sparking on the roof of a car at Cannon, burning a

hole through it.

Curious acts of vandalism in Guerry Hall only served

to puzzle more than vex. Peanuts were left scattered in the lobby

after Fall Break, with police tape wrapped around the pillars and
a discharged fire extinguisher left backstage in the auditorium.

Parrott wasn't sure if this was just some bizarre art project, but if

so, "We've missed the point."

In an act of imtatingly unprecedented vandabsm,
someone has been breaking the stained glass window in the St.

Luke's oratory, twice in the past two weeks. But the Chief is still

in good spirits, and even the most egregious violation of the past

couple weeks will ultimately aid the department in their quest for

justice.

BACCHUS Diaries: A Driver On The Verge Of A Breakdown.
By Meghan Plummer

I
once learned in Psychology that the most effective way to

encourage a behavior is to intermittently and randomly reward

iL I think this is why I am still driving BACCHUS. Though
there are those nights when the thought of driving the van off

the Cumberland Plateau (sans passengers, of course) starts to

seem like a pretty good option, every once in awhile the drunken

population of BACCHUS nders redeems itself, a phenomenon
for which I am grateful. Friday was one of those nights.

From many a long BACCHUS shift, I have learned

that when in doubt, attempt stoicism. For example, last year a

young lady tumbled out of the BACCHUS van in her formalwear
as she reached to close the door. As she lay on the ground, heeled

feet emerging from an upside down frilly dress, passengers

unsuccessfully supressed their giggles brought on by that

same mental mechanism that makes "Jackass" so entertaining.

After what seemed an eternity, she climbed back on board,

embarrassment etched on her face, cradling her elbow and trying

not to cry. There ensued a tension that not even my loud music
could dissipate. I say stoicism is best, but perhaps I was just

paralyzed by the awkwardness of the situation.

And Stoicism was completely useless Friday night.

One of the first groups I picked up last night was a

small mob of freshmen, all of whom miraculously (and clumsily)

crawled into the van injury-free and without falling back out.

Suddenly a loud BOOM, which rocked the van, resounded from
the vicinity of the unopened door. Apparently one of our young
friends was unable to distinguish said closed van door from the

open one and unfortunately chose the former.

En route to Lake Cheston. another group was suddenly

overcome with the urge to chant my name, a recitation (nearly)

worthy of the Barbara Banks rendition. I waved them off merrily,

and picked up a slightly tipsy couple that moved to the very back
seat of the van. I asked them where they wanted to go, and each
started to say the name of his/her dorm, then stopped abruptly at

having interrupted each other. Finally, the girl said, "Courts?"
her eyes still on her night's source of entertainment. He grinned
widely, and then remembering to be cool, rearranged his features

in a half smile and shrugged, his arm resting on the seatback

behind her. I guess they would rather "watch a movie" than see

Lord T and Eloise.

The last ten minutes of my shift found me with a van
full of students wishing to go to Gorgas, Trez and basically

everywhere in between. Of course, as fate would have
it, one of the passengers I specifically mentioned
(though not by name) in a

previous article

was aboard, and

declared that he

had read the article

and recognized

that he was the

rider of which

I had spoken.

In the time

it took me to

drive from Courts to Cleveland, he had single-handedly managed
to insult nearly all other passengers on the van with the exception

of his friends, who occupied themselves making up new (and
slurred) Dos and Don'ts of BACCHUS.

In my frustration, I applied the brakes rather abruptly

and asked if he would like to get off the van. He repbed that

he would and was gone in the time it would take someone
to say, "surfing videos." Did I really just kick someone off

BACCHUS?
"Did you really kick someone off BACCHUS?" asked

my coworker later as we walked into the police station. I gave
a musically false laugh and became suddenly interested in the

flashing yellow bght I was carrying under my arm.

i /

The Driving Force of
Stirling's: An Interview with
Katherine Alvarez.

Fact Or Fiction: Fall

Party Weekend!
By: Andi Broom

Katherine Alvarez, manager of Stirling's

coffee house, has lived in Sewanee for

most of her life. Her family moved to Sewanee
when Katherine was only three, her father

Stephen Alvarez taking a position in the Math
Department, for which he will be honored with

a Distinguished Alumni Award at this year's

Homecoming. Her mother is also involved

in the Sewanee community, as owner of the

Lemon fair.

Sewanee, according to Katherine,

was "a great place to be a kid." She attended

the Sewanee Academy, which merged with St.

Andrew's school the year after she graduated.

Katherine attended Wofford College, as well as

Sewanee and other various summer schools, to

obtain her degree in art.

After bving in Connecticut for 10

years, she moved back to Sewanee, something
which Katherine says "happens to a lot of us."

After years of working in the food service

industry as a caterer, Katherine began her job at

Stirling's. She started as the assistant manager
of the restaurant, and later became the manager.

She said "the timing was right when Stirling's

opened."

It is obvious when talking to Katherine

how much she truly loves her job. As she said,

Stirling's "is a business and a restaurant, but it's

really working with students." And the students

are her favorite part of her job. She enjoys
playing her "role as boss, mother and friend"

for her student workers. She also appreciates

the roles her employees play for her. Katherine
said, "they are a great help to me as a mother. .

.

(and) a source of information" when it comes to

raising her 17 and 19 year old daughters. She
is also impressed with her workers' activities,

saying she has talented workers "involved with
great things on campus."

When asked about the negative aspects

of her job, Katherine was hard-pressed to think

of any. After much thought, the only complaint
she had was about the space constraints caused
by the layout of the Stirling's house, with its

tiny kitchen and small closets.

Having a "sometimes too small" work
environment aside, however, Katherine says she

"feel[s] really lucky" to have a job which she
loves so much, and this love is evident by her

dedication to Stirling's and the students there.

By Whitney Lehr Ray

Lets face it - we go to a freakishly small

school in the middle of nowhere. Hence,
we all know everything about this tiny world
we live in. ..or we think we do. As mentioned
in previous issues, the purpose of this column is

to clear up a few of the common rumors around
campus. No. not Billy Bob and Susie Q getting

it on at SAE's Halloween party Saturday night,

but things that actually affect our lives here.

The following is a RUMOR along with the

facts that either prove or disprove it.

RUMOR: After years of having a three-

day party to celebrate Homecoming, the

administration has decided to get rid of Fall

Party Weekend. They moved the band at Lake
Cheston to a week earlier, in an attempt to

separate the festivities. They refuse to refer

to the weekend as "Fall Party Weekend, and,

lastly, they hope to slowly rid the University of
this chaotic time over the next few years.

FACT: Yes, many have actually been claiming

the above is true, but have no fear Sewanee
students, nothing is going to change anytime
soon with our party weekends. Jamey

Campbell, Director of Student Activities,

explained the following, "To my knowledge
there is no effort to end fall or spring party

weekends. The University is referring to those

times of the year as Homecoming and Spring

Festival Weekend officially. Program Board's

fall concert has been held one week prior to

Homecoming three of the last four years, and
will continue for the foreseeable future, for

one very simple reason. The concert needs a

rain location and to date, Cravens is the only

viable alternative. Alumni .Affairs has a major
breakfast on Saturday morning ofHomecoming
weekend and because of the time necessary to

set up that breakfast, Gravens is not available

Friday night. With most major weekends at

Sewanee, the campus is worn out by Saturday

night and so Program Board chooses to have

the concert on Friday a week before rather

than risk a poor turn out on Saturday of

Homecoming weekend. In the spring there is

no standing conflict for indoor space and so the

Program Board's concert is Friday night during

Spring Festival Weekend." So, although the

school does not refer to this weekend as "Fall

Party Weekend," the festivities and traditions

remain the same.

.
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-*By Erin Rankin

There is an undeniable chill settling in the
Mountain air of late and that can only mean

one thing: the Sewanee Fog is soon to come.
Although it is part of life on the Mountain that

is loved by many, the Sewanee Fog has been
responsible for widespread bouts of seasonal
depression. In other words, the fog can very
easily put students into a funk.

After all, that heavy gray mist that

settles in at the tail end of autumn and remains
lingering throughout the winter months is gen-
erally accompanied by bitter cold and persistent

rainy drizzle. Therefore it is no surprise that the
Sewanee fog can make any activity other than
holing up in your dorm and sleeping for end-
less hours seem largely unappealing. However,
there is really a lot to enjoy about the Fog. and
when it comes to avoiding those cold weather

doldrums the solution is all in how you look at
it.

On those frigid Sewanee nights which
promise to be coming shortly, going out to par-
ties can often seem like an uninviting chore.
When getting ready to go out involves piling on
several sweaters, and when you can't see your
hand in front of your face due to the fog, the
alternative of simply hanging back in a warm
dorm room with friends can be very tempting.
But try not to give in so easily because while
a weekend in can be nice, most weekend party
hosts go to great lengths to make the winter
weather trek well worth it. After braving the fog
and the cold, the bright glow of frat houses can
appear like light houses in those misty Sewanee
nights, and you can count on most fraternities to
keep a wonderfully toasty bonfire (or fireplace)
roaring through the fall and winter months.

Furthermore there is really something to be said
for the warmth that being in good rowdy com-
pany provides. So, don't let yourself become a

Foggy-funk hermit, just keep your warm, well-
lit party destination in mind and brave the bad
weather for the sake of a great Sewanee time.

On a more academic note, the Fog can
often make getting up in the mornings and mak-
ing it to class quite a challenge as well. A com-
monly enjoyed solution to this is a hot mug of
hot cocoa or coffee in the morning; not only will
it give you incentive (as well as caffeine) to get
up and get going, but carrying a hot coffee cup
to class in the morning helps keep your hands
and tummy warm on that more-than-brisk walk.
Similarly, doing homework can seem like an
even larger chore when that sleepy fog blankets
the campus and four hour naps become more
alluring than usual. When this is the case call

Sewanee EMT: Emergency Services Provide
Supplemental Care On Campus During Times Of Need.

R«r 4 ' K.il. .,-. ., It. I..

upon the power of perspective and look at the
fog as a source of inspiration. Many famous
writers, poets, and artists have met their muse in

those mystical gray wisps that float among the
stone castles of Sewanee. The ideal picture of
a student tucked away in a corner avidly "study-

ing while the foggy landscape fills the window
is part of the quintessential "Sewanee" image,
so the Fog presents the perfect opportunity for

students to bring that Sewanee ideal to life.

Maybe it is because the fog is remi-
niscent of the streets of the Oxford setting to

which Sewanee can trace many of its roots. Or
perhaps there is something wise and mysteri-
ous about the fog that makes people feel swept
away and occasionally lethargic. Whatever the
reason, as long as you have the right attitude

the fog ahead will surely justify its place on the

"Best of Sewanee" list.

By Chelsea Pyle

As a Sewanee EMT, my perspective on
EMS, in particular Sewanee Emergency

Medical Service (SEMS), tends to be quite dif-

ferent from that of the general public. Unless
you have experienced SEMS firsthand, the pa-
rameters of a volunteer medical service can ap-

pear somewhat abstract and confusing.

The makeup of the service consists

of four sophomore, junior, and senior students

along with many community members. A se-

lected group of freshman students attend a three

and a half hour class twice a week to obtain a
national EMT-Basic license as well as Tennes-
see EMT-IV certification. In the Easter Semes-
ter around mid-March, the current SEMTs hold
an intensive day of tryouts in which the fresh-

men complete both a medical and trauma sce-

nario. At the end of the day. four freshmen are

selected to be members of SEMS. Once they

have committed their next three years to the
service, every volunteer is required to attend a
weekly drill to maintain skills, help cover sports
events, and mainly be on-call for two three and
a half day shifts each month.

Like many EMS services. Sewanee
EMS offers Basic Life Support as do many
emergency services. In a nutshell, this means
Sewanee EMTs are able to provide pre-hospi-
tal care such as administering IVs, operating an
AED, and performing many other life-saving

procedures. Sewanee EMS not only represents
the emergency service for the Sewanee campus,
but also covers the entirety of Franklin County,
responding as far as thirty minutes down Sher-
wood and Jumpoff roads.

During breaks Sewanee has a scarcity

of EMTs available, thus preventing SEMS from
staying in service. Since SEMS functions as the

only emergency service for Franklin County,

and any other ambulance service responds from
about fifteen minutes away, the service had
been looking into possible options for supple-
mental care. Over the summer, a partnership
with Grundy County EMS commenced and
one of the Grundy County paramedics, Dennis
Jones, replaced Doug Cameron as the Director
of SEMS.

Since the new partnership began only
a few months ago. SEMS has already improved.
Although SEMS is staffed with dedicated, pro-

fessional EMTs. it is the only volunteer service

in Tennessee, which in itself can prove difficult

to keep in legal order as there are a number
of special hoops that the Director must jump
through every year to maintain the status of
a volunteer service. With his experience as a

school teacher and a paid paramedic, Jones has
natural skills to help out in any way possible.

Because Jones is certified as an EMS instruc-

tor, he has already begun in-house Continuing
Education Credits, something that was always
very difficult to arrange in the past. Also, Jones
has initiated many equipment upgrades, which
have been necessary to update our service as a

whole.

As Student Director of the Sewanee
Emergency Medical Service, I can say with
certainty that Jones will make a huge positive

impact upon the service. During my three years
here in Sewanee. SEMS has suffered setbacks
as well as major improvements. However,
the service intends to make this year the best

yet. Jones is full of great ideas and he genu-
inely cares about the volunteers that dedicate
their busy lives to serving the community in

Sewanee. Jones has told me several times, "I

don't want to come in here and fix things that

aren't broken, but I don't see anything wrong
with making things even better."

Homecoming Court

SAE
Kathleen Presley

SN
Liz Childers

BETA
Ashley Gallman

FIJI

Chloe Ann Wright

Phi

Marion Mozley

LXA
Sam Kennedy

Delft

Amanda Yacko

Gamma
Leafie Mobley

Chi Psi

Whitney Lehr Ray

ATO
EB Connelly

KA
Cassie Detering

Independent

Esme Wright

TKP
JD Hague

GTU
Eric Keen

ADT
Tim Ochsenschlager

KO
Clark Welch

KD
Derek Street

PKE
Charles Nelson IV

TP
Stewart Kameen

ATZ
Jacob Moore

PST
Fred Rhodes

Independent

Joe Brew

The Purple Scores Four
For Homecoming.

By Madison Murray

The year of our Lord 2007 marks a

special time in the existence of The
Sewanee Purple. Homecoming this year is

especially meaningful to The Purple, with
four - yes four- Purple staff members on the

homecoming court. Ashley Gallman, Jacob
Moore, Esme" Wright, and Whitney Lehr Ray
were all elected to represent an organization

on campus. Ashley Gallman, our omnipotent
Co-Editor-In-Chief, is quite thrilled to be
on this year's Homecoming Court. She will

finally have an excuse to leave The Purple
office while representing Beta on Saturday. I

asked her to ponder winning, and in response
she declared, "With The Purple in mind, if I

become Homecoming Queen I would like to

quote the Empress Theodora of the Byzantine
Empire who once said, 'May I never put off

this purple or outlive the day when men cease
to call me queen'." I look forward to your
acceptance speech, Queen Ashley of The
Sewanee Purple.

Jacob Moore, ourotherCo-Editor-
In-Chief, (although more jester-like than
queen-like) was elected to Homecoming Court
by the sorority Alpha Tau Zeta. The pitiable

Jacob has had many sleepless nights regarding
Saturday. His mind is filled with thoughts of
the glorious victory of Homecoming King,
and he muses over winning: "Will I win
Homecoming King and throw it all up in the

faces of my friends and family with phrases
like "Hey, did you know I was Homecoming
King?" or "Back when I was Homecoming
King-oh, I never told you about that? Well..."

He is also tormented with the idea

of losing in front of alumni and students alike.

"Will I lose, and be forever

relegated to obscurity, weeping periodically

into a late night Jack-and-Coke while muttering

about the crown that got away and issuing

forth vague curses on whatever skank beat me
out? I guess no matter what happens, I'll still

have my dignity and my insatiable need for

acceptance and reinforcement for my massive

yet fragile ego. and that's all that matters.

"

Poor, poor Jacob.

Esme" Wright will be representing

The Order of the Gownsmen on the

Homecoming Court. Upon election by the

OG, she felt simultaneously shocked and
privileged.

"My highschool did not have a

football team or Homecoming, so this is all

new to me. It is an honor to be representing

the other Independents and to be nominated by
the Order of the Gownsmen. It was also quite

a surprise."

Finally, Chi Psi Fraternity

chose Whitney Lehr Ray to represent them
this weekend on the Court Whitney Lehr's

giddiness is quite apparent in her reaction to

being chosen.

"I am representing Chi Psi

Fraternity - I am really excited about this

weekend... I feel like I am in high school again!

Most of my friends at other schools don't have

a homecoming court... so it's entertaining to

hear their reactions when I tell them I am on
the court here. I honestly have no idea what

I will do if I win- most likely spend the

afternoon with my Chi Psi boys celebrating!"

All in all, Saturday will be an

exciting day for The Sewanee Purple. The odds

are in our favor, so I am very much wishing

(for Jacob's sake) that one of us wins and

makes 2007 a milestone year for The Purple.

— *• • '
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WORD SEARCH: RANDOM
Edited by: Snommis the Pu%%Ie Master

Last. Ubbks kw SoLvers

O R C J N C L F 1 Y A X V U C Z

K 1 E M D O R T S A Z Y M O T N

B N C R M R U J E B R L 1 Y M B N

Y G E G 1 D G W 1 S C N S 1 N

TO 1 T S X R A 1 U H 1 L M F

S R S 1 N E N U A N 1 Y G T A

P M 1 N E B B E T S F 1 E L D S E

A M G G J O H N P D H A R R 1 E T

U T T A M W R 1 G L Y F 1 E L D W
L D A N N Y H F E N W A Y P ARK
M K L G M C N E BRA S K A X B N

Check the coreponding box for each item you nd!

Six "Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip Characters" DDDDDD
Three of Four States with Capitals named for Presidents DDD
Four Major League Ballparks DDOD
FourBearks DDDD
Two Nabisco Cookies

Think you can stump

Snommis the Puzzle Master?

Submit a puzzle to

PUZZLJEMASTER<2>SEWANEE.EDU,
and you may see it in an

upcoming issue!

To turn in your answers:

Scan your puzzles, or email entries in

COURIER NEW FONT,

all caps, with periods in the place of

Mi ni SudokuL •

F B

E C D

C E F

D E
black squares. C

CROSSWORD

1) SNOMMIS THEPUZZLEMASTER
2) No one else.

It has happened. I, Snommis the Puzzle Master, have stumped you ALL!!!! Mwahahahahahahaha!!! So, I have
made diis weeks puzzles easier for all you intellectually inferior ignoramuses.

On the off chance you are more intelligent than your dafty contemporaries, and you did solve the puzzles

(or any puzzle lor that matter) send me an email PuzzleMaster@sewanee.edu You can just solve ONE of the puzzles

and send me an email, I understand that the unexpurgated, intellectual olympiad of enigmas, called the Purple Puzzles,

may be too tough for one mind.

and most importantly...

If you did note catch this not in the last issue, the TOP SOLVERS of the semester will win a MYSTERY PRIZE, and
trust me, it will be GLORIOUS!!!

SNOMMIS' PURPLE RIDDLE
A Simple Murder

A man was found murdered on a Sunday morning.

His wife immediately called the police.

The police questioned the wife and staff

and got these alibis:

The Wife said she was sleeping.

The Cook was cooking breakfast.

The Gardener was picking vegetables.

The Maid was getting the mail.

The Butler was cleaning the closet.

The police instantly arrested the murderer.

Who did it and how did they know?

Classic Sudoku

2 8 9

7 3

1 7 5 9 6

6 1 8

7 9 6 2

9 5 3

7 5 8 1

1 4 5 8

8 6 7 3 1

Sorting Magic
1 2 3 '

1
- 6 7 8 10 11 12 13

14 - "

17 18 "

20 21 22 23

I 24 25 ;•-- 27

34 35(28 29 30 31 32 33

36 37 38 39

40 41 42 43

48

44

45 46 47 49

50 51 53

54 55 56 57

64 6558 59 . 61 62 63

66 67

1

68 69

70 "

1
"

73 " "

AeroSS rw

Thank-/.

What?: Come write your Thank you note(s) to

your scholarship provider

Where?: The Thompson Union Building

When?: Monday, Nov. 12 th 2pm - 5:30pm
Tuesday, Nov. 13th 2pm - 5:30pm
Wednesday, Nov 14 th 9:30am - 1pm
Thursday, Nov 15th 9am - 1pm

Who?: Those of you who have been notified

{Check your SPO boxes, email, and/or voicemail)

l They're all the rage

5. Eye sore

9. Fat Joe song featuring R Kelly

14. Landed (on)

15 Baseball's Hershiser

1 6. Actress Tierney

17. Chang, Paul, and Lovegood

19. Proposal

20. Win the heart of

21. What you do to the chcif

23 Snappy dresser

24. Without a date

26. Alpine song

28. Plead

31. Detail

33. Most fresh

36. Airport abbr.

37. Mid-ranged male singer

39 Rodeo performer

40. Former Indiana senator Birch

42. Trig functions

44. Antelope with twisty horns

45. " as I can tell ..."

47. Touches up a paper

49. F.B.I, agent, in slang

50. Automatic, as a reaction

52. Exclude

's house 53. Boil in oil

54. " My Heart in San Francisco"

56. Falls

58. Jogged

60. Amorphous mass

62. Reverberates, as sound

66. Pan ofA/V
68. Malfoy, Crabbe, and Goyle's house
70. Baby bird?

71. Jacket

72. Naked

73. Lively Jewish dances

74. Prefix with sphere

75- Confederate Gen. Robert

1

.

Cab meter reading

2. Rickman, who played Snape

3. Female opera star

4. Comes (from)

5. "Know thyself philosopher

6. MTVs flagship show

7 "Right on!"

8. Famous Denver quarterback

9. Burn slowly

1 0. Big galoot

11. Diggory, Sprout, and Macmillan's

house

1 2. Creme-filled cookie

13. Waterproof cover

18. Tag line?

22 Charged particle

25. Magical wish granter

27 Endor natives

28. Storied royal elephant

29. Clear the blackboard

30. Potter and the Weash/s house

32. Brand of juice

34. Passover feast

35. Joel's wife

38. Where Germany surrendered on

May 7. 1945

41. Carnegie

43. Kind of heel

46. Shaq's shoe brand

48. 1991 Wimbledon champ
5 1 . Failed sports venture of 200

1

55. Puccini opera

57. One of the original Titans

58. Itch cause

59. Car

61. Smudge

63. Face-to-facc exam

64. Dublin's land

65. Old dagger

67. Lyrical Gershwin

69. Sweet potato
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